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EnergyTech Ventures To Host First Ever Energy Data Analytics Summit in India 

 

 
Kolkata August 3, 2017: EnergyTech Ventures,an emergingenergy data analytics solution company in India will host 

their flagship Energy Data Analytics(EDA) Summiton 8th September 2017 at The Claridges, New Delhi, with the 

intent to enable smoother transitions towards better Governance. The summit will bring together Business Leaders from 

Industries, Policy Makers, Utilities, Government Agencies and Startups from the Energy domain, under one platform to 

ideate,discuss and promote ways for wider adoption of Data Analytics and Technology in fostering Energy Productivity 

across Industries and SMEs.  

Energy Markets have been going through a massive transition all over the world, India is not an exception to it. May it 

be Introducing Cap Trade/market mechanism to reduce energy intensity of the Industrial Sector and massive adoption of 

Decentralized Renewable Energy sources.The fact which is evident, is the need of a collaborative approach between 

Industries, Policy Makers and Development Agencies to tackle Global Warming and strengthening economies to 

embrace the changing scenarios in Energy Markets. 

On a micro level, emerging technologies such as Big Data, Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence are paving their 

way to industries and business to help them improve on their operations, manage their energy performance 

andtostrategize future goals based on data driven insights. Energy productivity is widely replacing energy efficiency, 

forward-looking organizations are focussing to develop their own IPs to optimize their resources and take a scientific 

targetsto double resource productivity. There are organizations which are influencing their supply chains, in addition to 

their own operations, to set and achieve sustainability goals 

“EDA Summit is being started with the intent of becoming the Numero Uno event in India that shapes the way 

Industries and Businesses leverage Data and Technology to improve Energy Productivity”, said Mr Umesh Bhutoria, 

CEO, EnergyTech Ventures. 

The Agenda for the event will comprisefire-Side chat with speakers like Dr. Ajay Mathur (TERI),Dr. Satish Kumar 

(Alliance for an Energy Efficient Economy), Mr. Damandeep Singh (Carbon Disclosure Project -India), Ms. 

Vandana Gombar (Bloomberg, New Energy Finance), Mr. Prabir Neogi (RP-Sanjiv Goenka Group),along with a 

number of Thematic sessions taken up by dignitaries from Institutions like Shakti Foundation, The Climate Group, 

EnergyPro, and Bosch, etc. On the sidelines of the summit, EnergyTech Ventures will launch a Micro Services hub; a 

Marketplace where users can select from the pool of sector specific APIs (Application Program Interface) or 

contribute their own APIs. The launch will include APIs on sectors like Textile, Foundry, among others, developed by 

EnergyTech Ventures itself.  The company will also announce the launch of the upcoming AIR (Ask, Innovate, Reduce) 

Series Workshops during the Summit. Participants can visit www.haveyouAIRed.com for information related with the 

Summit updates. 

About Energy Tech Ventures: 

EnergyTech Ventures with it’s microservices capabilities (sector specific algorithms and tools) helps 

industries/businesses leverage IoT and Big Data Technology to extract more value out of their data assets, enabling 

them to advance Energy Efficiency and Energy Productivity improvement.In less than 6 months of operations 

EnergyTech Ventures has been able to work with clients like Welspun India Limited, India Power, Sanghi Cements 

Limited, SIDBI, Shakti Foundation and TERI. 

To know more about the company visit www.entechventures.com 
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